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Tara Wilson and 
Sarah Olson

Molly Haraldson, Ronelle 
Lathrop and Annna Williams Amanda Benson and 

James Good

Rebecca Knighton with the 
Prom King and Queen

Hank Batjes and Katie 
Hanson

Nicole Weber and 
Collin Maurer

Tim Anderson

Steve and Val Petrowske

Josie 

Kate Wallin and 
Allie Wagman

Mark Schuman and Paige Antonson

Night to Shine is an unforgettable prom night experience that is 
held through the Tim Tebow Foundation. This year marked the 
fifth anniversary of  Night to Shine. On February 8th, a record 
200,000 volunteers came together to host 655 Night to Shine events 
across all 50 states and in 24 countries for 100,000 guests.

On this special night guests are treated to a red carpet arrival, 
complete with a limo ride! Once inside there are voluteer hair 
and makeup artists ready to pamper the attendees. Professional 
photographers are also on scene to get portraits and arrival photos. 
They even have a fun photo booth set up with props!

This year’s event was held at the Proctor High School and was 
packed with food, dancing, and tons of  fun. We defintely can’t wait 
for next year!

 
(more photos on page 7!)

Jesse Miller with the 
Prom Queen
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Hi, my name is Jacob and I am new 
to Trillium. I consider myself  a 
quiet and polite person. 

Right now, I am a student at Cloquet 
High School and will be graduating 
in May. Once I graduate, I hope to 
some day get a  job at McDonalds.

 In my spare time I like to play video 
games and draw. Please say hello 
and introduce yourself  if  you see 
me around!

Jacob Worachek

Hi, I’m Barb Allen and I just 
started working with Trillium.  

I am outgoing, friendly, goofy, and 
crafty.  I like to stay busy and I also 
volunteer with the Peer Mentor 
Program. I enjoy time with my 
friends.  

Barbara Allen

                   

Hi, I’m Lizzie Scharp. I’ve been 
with Trillium since December.

I like hanging out with other 
people and getting out to explore 
different places here in Duluth. 
I like working at my new job at 
McDonalds. 

Some of  my hobbies include 
swimming, scrapbooking, and 
crafts. I also really love cats and 
dogs. I’m excited to be with 
Trillium!

Elizabeth Scharp

INTROS !
We lcome ! &

Hello,  I’m Jordan!  I started working 
for Trillium as a Designated 
Coordinator in Community Living 
in December of  last year.

I’ve been working in this field for 
about 5 years and I am currently 
a full time student! In my free 
time, I enjoy watching and playing 
sports and also hanging out with 
family and friends! I am a diehard 
Packers fan and Timberwolves fan! 
I love traveling and attending fairs, 
festivals, and concerts!

If  you see me around, feel free to say 
Hi, I love meeting and talking to new 
people!

Jordan Carey

Trillium Services would like to recognize the 
following who are celebrating milestone anniversaries in 

January, February, and March of 2019!

Trillium Services Milestone 
Anniversary Recognition

15 years
Carrie Ferguson 
Sarah Seethoff

10 years
Micah Saarela 
Shem Kneeland

5 years
Stacey Fredrickson 
Jason Jablonski 
Becky Jakubek
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ARRM Cares Nominees

Anna Ackerman has been working in the Family Services/Connections department since 2016. Since that 
time, she has been a great example for the people that she supports and an ambassador for Trillium Services. 

Anna was able to help identify an area of  interest in one young lady that she is supporting, Josephine. The 
two dove into community resources in order to learn all that they could about the French Revolution. They 
started at the public library to get the information they needed. 

To encourage Josephine to utilize her natural supports, Anna problem solved with her how to find out who 
the staff  were to be able to ask questions on where to find their materials. 

The end result of  this project was a fun video that was filmed locally using the information that they had 
found in the library. She and Anna not only gained knowledge, but found a creative and fun way to use that 
knowledge!

John Shykes quickly became an integral part of  Jesse’s employment success when he started with Trillium 
Works! in June of  2018. His dedication and commitment have directly resulted in Jesse getting hired at both 
an aquarium and a local ice arena. Jesse has had other jobs, but struggled finding consistency even though 
he was a hard worker. With John’s help, Jesse has been extremely successful at both of  his new jobs!

For every shift at the aquarium, John has been there with Jesse. He is consistently encouraging him to try 
new tasks and has not only made positive professional connections with his co-workers, but he has made 
many meaningful friendships. The idea of  supported employment was new at the aquarium, so his co-
workers were unsure of  how to approach and interact with him. It didn’t take long for Jesse to fit right in, 
he even has a secret handshake with ten of  his co-workers! 

Jesse has even gotten the chance to be part of  demonstrations and interact with the fish and divers. He loves 
his new job and has become an important part of  the team, John’s leadership and guidance has been a huge 
part of  Jesse’s success.

Michael Baumgarten has been with Trillium for three and a half  years.  He is consistently and 
genuinely engaged in each conversation he holds.  Michael is always willing to take the time to educate 
himself  on subjects that are important to the people he supports if  he lacks or has limited knowledge 
to contribute to the conversation.  

This in turn has allowed him to establish positive and lasting rapport with any person he encounters.  
It’s amazing to witness his interactions. Each person feels heard, understood, and empowered. Michael’s 
enthusiasm is contagious no matter who you are.  A trait that truly makes Michael stand out above all 
is how he unconditionally treats everyone as his equal.  He is always engaged with people and strives 
to not only teach the people he is supporting, but to learn from them as well.  

He pushes them to share their own knowledge and experiences on a day to day basis.  We are very 
lucky to have someone like Michael representing Trillium!

Yodit Gidey has been employed with Trillium Services since January of  2015. Immediately, it was clear that 
she had a passion for serving individuals and helping support them in the best way possible. This is the case 
when looking at her relationship with Jen.

Yodit started working with Jen during a time when Jen was going through a lot of  transition. Yodit jumped 
right in and quickly picked up on the things that were important to Jen and arranged her schedule in a way 
that was best to support her. Jen is very active in Special Olympics and last year she was asked to go to 
state for Swimming! Jen was so excited, but not having much traveling experience she was anxious about a 
weekend trip. Yodit eased Jen’s anxiety by volunteering to take her to the cities and spend the weekend with 
her, even offering to have Jen’s mom come along on the trip. 

Knowing Yodit is by her side, Jen never shies away from trying something new because she knows that she 
has the support from Yodit to help her along with way!

John and Jesse

Jen and Yodit

Mark and Michael

Anna and Billy
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Recently, we had an M&M tasting night to try out their new flavors. M&M has 
released three new internationally inspired flavors and are asking everyone to try 
them and vote for their favorite! The one with the most votes will be added to the 
M&M family.

The new flavors are: Mexican Jalapeño Peanut (Warning: It has a little heat to it!), 
Thai Coconut Peanut, and English Toffee.

Each participant was given 3 M&Ms of  each flavor and was asked to rate it on a scale 
of  1 (not impressed) to 10 (love it). Based on their votes the results were: Mexican 
Jalapeño 41 points, English Toffee 27 points, and Thai Coconut 19 points.

As a group, we made the vote for the Mexican Jalapeño!

We encourage all to try and share their opinion of  the possible new flavors and hope 
you enjoy your taste testing experiment as much as we did! 

               - Brandon, Cody, Jim, Mike and Dana

Another weekend of  hockey at the Frozen Faceoff  is in the books! On the weekend of  
March 22nd, Jeff  Arfman, Mike Maki, Brandon Phillips, Jesse Miller, Mike Johnson, 
and Deb Weber all headed down to Minneapolis to cheer on the UMD Bulldogs.

When she first got to the Xcel Energy Center, Deb was able to get a ride up the 
elevator to the Press Box. Deb was able to get statistics on the players and a program 
guide for the weekend.

Jeff, Mike M., Brandon, and Jesse made bets on which UMD player would be the first 
to score a goal. Jeff  guessed correctly and took home the victory! The guys enjoyed 
making an appearance on the Jumbotron, singing and dancing along with the pep 
band, and taking pictures with Champ.

Mike J. was lucky enough to get front row tickets for the weekend. The highlight of  
his trip was definitely catching an official Frozen Faceoff  puck!

In the downtime from UMD’s first victory, Jeff, Mike M., Brandon, Jesse and Deb 
all split up for some activities in the city. Mike M. and Brandon made their annual 
visit to a record shop. Jesse and Jeff  visited the Minnesota Transportation Museum, 
which included a short train ride and a chance to ride up front with the conductor 
and sit in his chair! 

Deb spent some time at the Mall of  America and then met up with Jesse and Jeff  
and visited the Como Zoo. While they were there they visited the conservatory and 
visited with the animals.

Next up was the final UMD playoff  game! Surrounded by fellow UMD fans, they all 
got to witness the Bulldogs secure yet another Frozen Faceoff  Championship after 
a nail-biter of  a game that went into double overtime!

Everyone had a great time and were excited to see the Bulldogs reach another 
National Championship! Go Bulldogs!

Left: Front to 
Back - Jesse 
Miller, Jeff  
Arfman, Mike 
Maki and 
Brandon Phillips

Right: Mike 
Johnson 

enjoying his 
Front Row 

view!

Left: Deb Weber 
ready to cheer 
on the Bulldogs!

Left: Jim 
showing 

off  his taste 
testing skills

Cody and 
Brandon 

getting ready 
to do some 

taste testing!

M&M Tasting Night

Frozen Faceoff
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Employee of the Month Awards

Theresa Williams has been with Trillium 
Works! since 2007. She prefers to work behind 
the scenes with little to no recognition. She is 
a team player and a constant in our program 
that is always willing to help anyone. She offers 
advice and tips to newer management to help 
them grow using her own experiences to relate 
and demonstrate what she is talking about.

She is a great advocate for those who are 
hesitant to use their own voice, whether it is 
those that we serve or her own colleagues.  She 
has been instrumental in moving ideas forward 
after the brainstorming session at the end of  the 

January
summer for example – working with the schedule to 
find consistency for everyone involved and took the 
lead in figuring out monthly schedules.  

She is a team player and can rally people around her 
to get on board with new ideas; she doesn’t like to talk 
about it – she wants to have a plan and execute it.  Her 
strength lies in the quietness that she does her job and 
the focus she has on relationship building that happens 
in person one-on-one with someone.  She is a pillar of  
the Works! program that often goes unnoticed. 

Thank you for all that you do, Theresa!                      
Theresa Williams

 

March
Jesse DeMoure has been with Trillium for 

over a year and a half  as the supervisor at Ken, 
Terry, Ricky and Shawn’s house. In that time, 
he has built incredible relationships and quickly 
become a leader within our management team.

From the time Jesse started, he has shown 
a tremendous amount of  openmindedness 
and positivity, ability to build rapport, and 
willingness to try different ideas. He leads by 
example and will jump right in and help with 
anything someone needs. One of  the things that 
sets Jesse apart from others is his willingness to 
help wherever is needed and how he always looks 

at the bigger picture. Jesse truly cares about 
each person he works with—the individuals he 
supports, employees, coworkers. He embodies 
working as a team and will go the extra mile for 
anyone to make sure they have the support and 
tools they need to do their job.

Jesse is truly a leader who deserves to be 
recognized for his contribution with our agency 
and his role in the lives of  the people he is 
supporting. We are fortunate to have Jesse as a 
part of  our team. Congratulations, Jesse!

   

Jesse DeMoure

February
Steven Halvorson has worked at Trillium since 

June of  2017. He has been a great addition to our 
Family Services and Connections team in the short 
amount of  time that he has worked here. 

He uses Trillium’s mission and vision in his every 
day work and empowers the people he supports to 
life their best life.  Steven has enriched the lives of  
all the individuals that he supports, but his work 
with Brandon really stands out. 

Throughout this year Steven has supported 
Brandon to become more comfortable living in 
his own apartment. He has been able to work side 
by side with Brandon on cooking, cleaning and 
emotional health. 

There were a lot of  unknowns when Brandon 
moved out of  his parents’ house for the first 
time. Brandon himself  was even a little nervous. 
However, with the help and guidance of  Steven, 
Brandon has been successful. His calm and 
confident demeanor has helped boost Brandon’s 
self-confidence. Steven helps Brandon problem 
solve everyday situations and allows Brandon to 
make decisions based on what works best for him. 

With the help of  Steven, Brandon is able to 
conquer every day barriers to be his best self.

Steven Halvorson and 
Brandon

“Steven is always a great problem solver and can help me solve any problem.” - Brandon

“He gives great advice.” - Brandon

   - Jenna Gilbert

      -  Katherine Huska & Jen Hurst

   -  Brianna McBride

“I like Jesse. He’s understanding and 
listens.”   -  Terry B.

“Her extra support allowed me to grow as a coach 
and explain to coaches I train now what to look 
for and how best to serve individuals” - Kathrine

“I can tell she cares a lot about the people she works with!”   - Kara S.

“Jesse is a good supervisor and knows his job. He helps me out a lot”   -  Ken R.
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Chris Shober was hired as a dishwasher at Sir 
Benedict’s Tavern on the Lake and has worked 
there for about one year now. Over the course 
of  the year, Chris has excelled at his work, 
transformed his independence, and become an 
extremely valued member of  the staff. 

Chris has worked very hard to master his job 
and add to his role at Sir Ben’s. Chris has learned 
many additional job duties including food prep 
and bussing tables while developing his social 
skills and communication. Sir Ben’s has created 
an environment in which Chris is able to thrive; 

   Join Us for Trillium Works! Job Club 
 May 16th  |  June 20th 

   
Meetings are held at 1:00pm at the Trillium Office.

Job Club is designed to allow everyone to get together and discuss their 
experiences while working, job developing, and volunteering. It’s a great 

opportunity to learn from other people’s experiences.

 Trillium Works! in action   -- by Katherine Huska

Chris Shober

an environment that fosters his independence, 
learning, and teamwork with all of  the 
employees. They have helped Chris to see that 
he can do his job very well and have encouraged 
him to continue developing his abilities and 
independence. 

 Chris enjoys his job and is looking forward 
a successful future at Sir Benedicts Tavern on 
the Lake.

“Chris literally always puts a smile on my face, like 
no matter what” –Katie

   Frank Saice has been volunteering at the Depot 
three days a week for the last seven years. He has 
become a valued volunteer and his hard work is 
appreciated. Frank primarily works on cleaning 
the windows but will also frequently help with 
other tasks like picking up garbage and dusting. 

 For years Frank’s huge smile has been contagiously 
spreading whenever he gets excited about the 
work that he’s doing or just general conversation.

  Frank loves the trains and being around them 
so he is happy to be able to work throughout the 
different areas and exhibits of  the Depot. He has 
a big heart and loves to be able to help make the 
Depot a better place.

   Built in 1892, the Duluth Union Depot has been 
a landmark of  the city for well over 100 years! 
It originally served seven different rail lines and 
now holds the Duluth Art Institute, Lake Superior 
Railroad Museum, St. Louis County Historical 
Society, and five performing arts organizations.

  It has even been proposed to serve the Northern 
Lights Express rail, a higher speed train that would 
provide rail transportation from Minneapolis to 
Duluth. The Depot is a family friendly place that 
is a great stop for anyone interested in taking 
scenic ride on the tracks or discovering more of  
Duluth’s colorful history. 

For more information visit www.duluthdepot.org!

Frank Saice

- Mitch Frye

In The SpotlightFrank Saice Duluth Union Depot

Brian and Kati Annis welcomed 
daugher, Magnolia on January 
31st.  She was 7lbs 15oz and 21” 
long.

Quinn and Chelsey Carlson became 
first time parents to a son, Beckett, 
on January 22nd! He was 8lb 10oz 
and 20.5” long.

Congratulations to Lori Lande who 
became a first time grandmother 
on February 20th. Sterling McNeil 
weighed 11lbs. 12 oz. and was 23 ¾ 
inches long.
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The Movie Critic

Starring:
Jennifer Wilson

A Dog’s Way Home (2019)
A young man finds a stray pit bull puppy living under an abandoned house and takes her in 
as his own. The city that he lives in does not allow pit bulls in public so he has a friend take 
her in until he can move. The puppy leaves to head home to the young man, but gets lost 
along the way. The movie follows her journey over the next two years. --A+

Isn’t It Romantic (2019)
Natalie (Rebel Wilson) doesn’t buy into the idea that the romantic comedies try to sell: 
“happily ever after”. One day, she hits her head really hard and wakes up to find herself  living 
a “PG-13” romantic comedy. This movie will have you laughing  pretty much the entire time. 
Its message is one that is uplifting and very needed in our world today. Definitely watch this 
movie if  you get a chance! I actually want to see it again, I liked it that much!--A+++

(Continued from Cover)

Recently, the Trillium Task Force got together and did some brainstorming on 
where we saw the future of  the group. The group decided to make some changes 
– most notably our name! We are now known as Justice League!

This change has sparked some creativity and excitement for what is to come. Our 
mission is to work together to help out those in our community. So far we have 
donated to CHUM and we are currently working on putting together a Trillium 
Cookbook to sell to raise funds for donation!

In the next couple of  months we will be bagging groceries at SuperOne and 
making goodie bags for the homeless. If  you are interested in joining us in Justice 
League, please contact the Trillium Office at (218) 722-5009!

Justice League Founders: Sarah 
Seethoff, Katie Hanson, Jenny Nemeth, 

and Skip Mortensen

Jen Forbort with the Prom 
King and Queen

Dalton Hennen
April Bonneville 

and Shawn Stanich

Ken Raabe and Jenny 
Nemeth

Introducing: Justice League

Jeff  Arfman

Carrie Ferguson
Laurie Seidelmann and 

Jeff  Hietala
Skip Mortensen

Photo Credit: Kayla Krasselt Photography

JL
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Look for us on Social Media!  
 

https://www.facebook.com/trilliumservices 
https://www.instagram.com/trilliumservices

We use our company Facebook & Instagram 
pages to announce upcoming volunteer 

opportunities, trainings, job openings, and to 
promote community and company events!   

 
Check us out!

 
Nature Rocks Events:

May 23rd, 4p-8p - Pontoon Fishing at Hi-Banks

June 11th, 4p-6p - Hiking and Picnic Lunch at Hartley Nature 
Center

Interested in attending some of these awesome events? Call Rose 
Marksmeier or Melissa Weber at the Trillium Office for more 

information.

 
Volunteer Events:

April 30th: Chester Bowl Park Clean Up 3:30pm-5:30pm

May 2nd: Enda Semesta Fiesta at Myers Wilkins 4:45pm-
6:30pm

June 22nd: Grandma’s Marathon 6am-2pm

If  interested in any of  these events, contact Kim Olson at 
(218) 722-5009 at the Trillium Office!

  It’s that time again! Starting in the month of  April, we 
will be conducting our Annual Satisfaction Surveys for 
services provided during 2018, and would like to invite 
you to share any questions, concerns, or feedback that 
you may have. These surveys will be emailed if  you have 
provided an email address with us, all others will be sent 
via USPS. 

  The information collected will be used to improve the 
quality of  services we provide and improve the satisfaction 
of  those working with Trillium Services. 

  We look forward to hearing from you!

Annual Satisfaction Surveys


